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From the modest beginning in Bangkok in 1982, SMC Corporation Limited 
has started manufacturing Blow Moulding Machines. With over 200 
employees, SMC continuously upgrades its already advanced technology 
and has constantly broadened its human resources platform to meet the  
quality expectations of the vast expanding markets of tomorrow. Up until 
now, SMC has served foreign and domestic markets and has continued to 
provide business opportunities for “Converters” in more than 70 countries 
around the globe.

SMC has meanwhile developed its versatile number of special applications 
based on customers’ requirements, such as Co-Extrusion (up to 6-layers), 
View Stripe technology in single and multi-cavities, In-Mould Labeling 
system, as well as fully automated product handling systems, integrating 
user-friendly controllers and with the latest technology of human machine 
interface (HMI).

SMC has been recognized and honored with awards from past and recent 
years such as: Prime Minister’s Export Award in the year 1997 and 1999 
for achieving brand name recognition on an export level, Thailand’s Best 
SME National Award in the year 2012 and The Prime Minister’s Industry 
Award 2015 for Best SME Management. With its effort and hard work done, 
SMC has gained respect and captured the loyalty of all its business 
partners, customers and agents.

One Stop Production for all Kind of Products
The following groups of product samples show a small selection of the variety of 
products being produced with SMC Extrusion Blow Moulding and Injection Blow 
Moulding Machines. The common packaging applications are food, cosmetics, 
pharmaceutical, household chemical, oil & lubricant, automotive parts, toys and 
other technical items.
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HORIZONTAL CLAMPING MOVEMENT WITH FULL PROPORTIONAL VALVE CONTROL. 
SMC’s high-end machine for fast and high-volume production of medium size containers 
ranging from 1-liter to 10-liter containers.

  Fully Proportional Valve Movement Control

  Higher clamping force machine due to equal  
     force distribution on the platens

  Energy-ef�cient, helps reduce operating costs 
     and increase productivity

  Increased multi-cavity production and longer      
     clamp strokes

Machine Features:
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TG & DTG SERIES

  Directional Valve Movement Control

  Well proven direct-acting clamping system 
     by 3-tie bar and alignment rod

  Reliable and proven quality of 3-tie bar 
     models for more than 30 years

  Convenient and swift mould change due
     to open top and side design

Machine Features:
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  Energy-ef�cient, helps reduce operating 
     costs and increase productivity

  Accurate clamping force application due
     to equal force distribution on the platens

  Increased multi-cavity production and      
     longer clamp strokes

Machine Features:

INCLINED 3-TIE BAR CLAMPING SYSTEM, SMC’s 
top-selling extrusion blow moulding machines.  
Available to produce small and medium size bottles, 
30ml to 5-liter containers.

T & DST SERIES 

Product Range
of SMC 

SMC holds the motto of “European Standard with 
Asian Price Tag” and pays attention to details on its 
products. With customers on top of its list, SMC 
machines are tailor-made to satisfy wide-range of 
demands. All SMC machines are robust, solid, heavy 
and durable, without compromising the compact 
design and outstanding performance. They are 
designed to run ef�ciently, built to last a long period 
of time and fully conformed to CE Safety Regulations. Machines

IB SERIES

  Turn table powered with Servomotor or 
     Hydraulic system

  Solid base frame and with space 
     saving design

  Fast cycle and multi-cavity production

  Proportional hydraulic system and 
     ef�cient hydraulic drives

  Full conformity to CE safety regulations

  Added Bene�ts in operation and production:
         • Constant product weight
         • Zero waste material
         • Excellent product dimensions
         • Superb neck �nish

Machine Features:

HORIZONTAL CLAMPING MOVEMENT USING DIRECTIONAL VALVE CONTROL. SMC’s 
fast-selling machine model that features frictionless movement of the clamp and 
carriage by linear bearings and guide rails. With improved cooling system and wider carriage 
length to suit higher multi-cavities production. Machines can run for small and medium 
containers ranging from 30ml to 10-liter hollow containers.

TC & DTC SERIES

Tailor-made machines for stackable jerry can containers (from 5-liter up to 
100-liter), automotive parts and technical articles. Machines can be equipped 
with accumulator heads of 1.5-liter upto 8-liter or with continuous head and           
view stripe production.

XL,S,M,DMA SERIES

  Selection of stationary and moving carriage clamping system

  Directional or Proportional Valve Movemet Control 

  Choices of single station and double station

  Accurate clamping force application in 
     clamp of diagonal box frame with direct 
     clamping cylinders

  Provision of additional accessories such as; 
     core puller function, needle blow pin, unscrewing 
     blow pin, product orientation and other robotic  
     applications

Machine Features:

SMC Injection Blow Moulding machine series can be equipped up to 28 cavities of small containers 
(e.g. 5ml eye drop bottle) at high speed production. This is suitable for high volume of production for 
pharmaceutical, cosmetics and small containers.



Extruder drives are available with hydraulic motor or inverter-controlled electric 
motor. The speed of the screw can be adjusted smoothly from the front operating 
panel. Each heating zone of the extruder is controlled individually and supplied 
with a cooling fan to steadily control the heating parameters. Screws are 
produced by special material and subjected to strenuous treatment for durability 
and longevity.

The Extruder

Hydraulic System
The hydraulic components are supplied mainly by the 
world famous brands; Bosch Rexroth, Vickers, Parker and 
Moog. SMC has joined hands with these suppliers in 
developing a new cost-ef�cient hydraulic system. Also, 
worldwide guarantee from these suppliers serve well to 
the bene�t   of our users to get the fastest possible 
response regarding spare parts and service, no matter 
where in the world.

All heads are single �tted to a manifold that splits the stream of Parison into the appropriate number of 
channels. The quantity of �ow in each channel is controlled by an adjusting screw. All head sizes  can be 
equipped with view stripe option and Parison thickness controller.

Single or Multiple-Parison Extrusion Heads
Extrusion Heads

For Standard applications, direct-acting clamping system transferring the 
forces directly to the middle of the back platen and converting the same force 
to the front by 3-tie bars and an alignment rod has been well proven time and 
again. This clamping system also comes with a unique way of re-adjusting the 
de�ection as well as the platen parallelism. This open top and side design 
also offers the fast and easy mould change.

For larger machines from 5 liters upward, mould sizes and weight 
become a concern. SMC designed linear moving clamping system 
applying the clamping force via a scissor toggle system. This can 
guarantee a total control of possible de�ection by keeping the 
leverage ratio of the toggle arms at its best clamping performance.  
All movements are supported by linear bearings for best precision, 
totally absorbing any weight and guiding the clamp in longer strokes 
at all times. 

The Inclined Clamping System

The Linear Clamping System

The Clamping Systems
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Control Systems

SMC offers a wide range of Extrusion Blow Moulding Machines as 
well as a multiple choice of operational standard accessories and 
auxiliary equipment. SMC High Speed Blow Moulding Machines 
can process any moldable resin to produce hollow articles with 
capacities from 5ml up to 100-liter, both for single layer and multi 
layers. The wide variety of extrusion heads, extruders, clamping 
units and accessories will allow the users to choose the most 
suitable set up of production for their machines.

SMC Machines guarantee the Highest 
efficiency in Productivity, Versatility 
and Profitability.

SMC Extrusion 
Blow Moulding 
Machines

SMC has chosen to partner with world’s renowned brands for controllers: Moog, Beckhoff, Omron, Invensys 
Eurotherm (Barber Colman) and B&R. All are very user friendly with high performance and ef�ciency.                
Operational sequence, movement, extruder speed and temperature control are monitored and set up by means 
of human machine interface (HMI).
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Leak Tester
SMC leak tester is tailor-made to do leak 
testing of customers’ speci�c products from 
100ml to 30-liter containers. Advance 
features include testing angled neck bottles 
and detecting from 1 to 4 bottles at a time 
rate up to over 100 bottles per minute.

World class brand controllers from Beckhoff, 
Moog, Barber Colman and B&R are embedded 
with Parison wall thickness software. These 
systems are user con�gurable for SMC’s 
continuous extrusion and accumulator head 
machines running single or multiple Parisons. 
Integrated with SMC machines, these controllers 
provide ultimate Parison wall thickness control 
solution for optimizing material usage and 
uniform distribution, from 100 points to      
400 points.

Growing demand in oil, petroleum and 
other industries comes with high demand 
in view stripe marked bottles. With SMC 
machines, the view stripe is produced 
through additional vertical screw set-up, 
which is perfectly integrated with the 
extrusion heads.

Automatic Post 
Moulding Processes

For Post–Cooling, it allows a signi�cant 
increase of productivity by cooling the 
products in a holding mask before the 
de�ashing process. For Auto-De�ashing, 
SMC offers 3 types of de�ashing systems; 
in-line hydraulic/pneumatic punching, in-line 
rotary cutting/wide mouth cutting and 
outside standalone auto-de�ashing unit.

Co-Extrusion Heads
The SMC Co-Extrusion heads are 
compact, reliable and have excellent 
functional capability. The heads are 
available in versions from two (2) 
layers up to six (6) layers with a variety 
of multi-layers set up depending on 
product applications.

Parison Control View Stripe (VS)

In-Mould Labeling (IML)
In-Mould Labeling (IML)

Products such as cosmetic and food 
application need a smooth surface on the  
tip of the bottle. Adding SMC reamer is      
the solution to a smoother surface of the     
tip of the bottle.

SMC Extrusion 
Blow Moulding Machines

Special Applications

Post Trimmer;
Air Cutter, Reamer

Auxiliary Equipment and Accessories
SMC serves as a one-stop service, where customers can conveniently buy machine accessories without having to run 
an extra mile. Auxiliary equipment includes:

1. Extrusion Blow Moulds (single cavity or multi-cavities)
2. Scrap Conveyors (straight & inclined)
3. Product Conveyors (inside the machine & wrap-around)
4. Auto-Loaders & Mixers

5. Chillers & Temperature Controllers
6. Grinders/Crushers
7. Air Compressors
8. Cooling Towers
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SMC’s IML technology helps customers save tremendous time on 
labeling the bottles. Every IML robot is equipped with servomotor which 
has the advantage of accuracy, speed, precision and less need for 
maintenance than conventional motors. SMC’s IML system also helps 
eliminate the hassle of internal transport and intermediate storage, thus 
greatly enhances mass production ef�ciency.


